
downloaded on to a mobile phone. This facility makes it easier for the passenger to assess bus locations and delays before 

proceeding to the bus stop. 

6. CONCLUSION

BMTC has done an incredible job over the last few decades in providing mobility to a significant portion of Bangalore's 

population. However, it has been rather slow in adapting reforms and innovations. Interviews conducted with BMTC 

management revealed that slow bus speeds and reliability were two of the biggest factors that need to be improved. Despite this 

realisation, Bangalore is focusing on adding new, comfortable and air conditioned buses while doing nothing with respect to 

bus priority.  

Indian and international case studies have shown that reforms take place only when political leaders are convinced about the 

effectiveness of bus transport in solving a city's mobility needs.  Government funds are limited and should be used to improve 

transport infrastructure and services that benefits the maximum number of users from all classes of society.  Bus transport is the 

cheapest mode of public transport and its efficiency can be increased to match rapid rail transit by implementing bus priority 

measures.  Metro rail and monorail type systems are good modes of rapid transit, but are very expensive and take many years 

to construct. They are also costly and out of reach for low income households. 

Bus priority is the only way to improve bus speeds and reliability. Bangalore should draw inspiration from successful BRT systems 

in India and the rest of the developing world. 

Chapter 1 Tutorial Activities:

Describe a key lesson learned by Sao Paulo, London, and Seoul (one for each) that could be applied successfully in your city:

Sao Paolo: 

London: 

Seoul: 

Using the 7 key features of successful citywide bus reform from Chapter 1, complete the following table by summarizing 

strengths and weaknesses in your city:

APPENDIX B:
TUTORIAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Your City

1 Strong Political Leadership in the Decision Making process

2 Local institution leads technical planning for route reorganization

3 Implementing bus priority and building segregated infrastructure for buses

4 Use of Technology

5 Innovations in contracting

6 Need for managed subsidies to improve quality of service

7 System performance monitoring and user feedback

APPENDIX B: TUTORIAL 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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Chapter 2 Tutorial Answer:

Calculate Frequency and Fleet Size for the example case provided in Section 2.4.  Use the information provided to calculate the 

buses per hour, interval and fleet size according to data provided.

Answers:

Chapter 3 Tutorial Activities:

This chapter covers the topic of Bus Priority.  Describe what can be done to improve infrastructure for bus service in your city for 

each of the following categories:

1. Road modifications: 

2. Bus stops: 

3. Vehicle boarding: 

4. Station aesthetics: 

Political pressure in London forced the new mayor to convert many bus priority lanes into bus and motorcycle lanes.  Describe 

both the possible short term and long term consequences of this decision for bus system priority:

Corridor 1 Corridor 2 Corridor 3 Total

Kilometres 15.4 10.8 9 35.2

Description Fort-Kadawatta Fort-Battaramula Dematagoda-Battaramula

PPHPD 4000 3000 14,000 154,000

Daily Passengers 80,000 60,000 14,000 154,000

Buses Per Hour

Interval

Fleet

Describe some tactics used by cities to reduce the occurrence of bus convoys in a BRT corridor?

What factors should be considered when planning for the size and aesthetics of bus stops?

Chapter 4:

Why would a transportation agency wish to adopt smaller bus vehicles?  

What are some reasons why they would want to adopt the largest possible bus vehicles?  

Which perform better when operating at the high frequencies of a BRT line? 

What are some reasons to purchase high-floor buses and construct level boarding platforms? 

APPENDIX B: TUTORIAL 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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APPENDIX B: TUTORIAL 
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Name some bus types manufactured in India for use as BRT vehicles and some of the advantages of using them: 

Chapter 5:

Where has traffic signal priority been used to generate positive benefits for public transit?  How could it be used in the city you 

live or work in?

Describe how London was able to do away with roadside equipment to detect buses, yet still implement bus priority at traffic 

signals:

How do GPS devices benefit the users of a public transit system?

Chapter 6:

A public transit market with unregulated entry is likely to provide effective bus coverage throughout the city: 
Is this True [     ]  or False  [     ]?

Describe the difference between Net cost and Gross cost contracts.  Does gross cost provide an incentive for the bus operator to 

increase ridership?  Does net cost work if a large percentage of revenue is collected off-bus?

What are some ways that operators can cheat the system in both gross and net cost contracts?

How does a mixed cost model help alleviate these concerns? 

London pursued Quality Incentive Contracts with Minimum Performance Measures.  Describe two ways that an operator can 

receive incentives by achieving the Minimum Performance Measures:

Chapter 7:

Why should capital costs be reviewed at a system level?

What are some acceptable ways to use operational subsidies?

How can London justify the increased cost of subsidizing its bus operations?
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Chapter 8:

How does your city monitor system performance?  What strategies from this chapter could your city adopt to ensure further 

improvements in the future?

Describe ways to identify problematic routes or erratic scheduling along a route.  What can your city do to improve 

performance?
Indore City Transport Services Ltd. 

(ICTSL)

SPECIFICATIONS OF FULLY BUILT

AIR-CONDITIONED (AC) AND
NON-AC BUSES (SEMI LOW FLOOR)

For Operation in Indore City

Appendix C: Indore Bus Specifications

1.0 Introduction

1.1 The end-use requirement oriented specifications for ICTSL Indore buses are proposed for fully built Diesel 
fuelled buses for urban passenger transport system with maximum make / model neutrality.

1.2 A summary of bus specs / end use requirements is given in the following Table duly supplemented with 
general description at the end of the table.
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